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Remembering Temple Grove Seminary 
A Well Rounded Education for Women in the 191

h Century 

People today picture typical women's education in the 1880s as young women in 

white dresses painting tea cups, and baking tea cakes. They imagine an institution in 

which French, piano and painting were held in the highest regard. Such an institution 

would be classified as a finishing school; a place where young women became more 

cultured in the hopes of attracting a husband. In reality some seminaries of the nineteenth 

century were closer in spirit to liberal arts colleges of the time. Temple Grove, located in 

downtown Saratoga Springs, New York, is often ignored in historical research detailing 

women 's seminaries. This may be due to its late entrance on the American seminary 

scene, or its very small graduating classes. Despite little outside evaluation of scholars, 

Temple Grove serves as an excellent example of a well rounded education in the late 

nineteenth century. 

In order to fully appreciate Temple Grove's educational philosophy one should 

pay attention to the overall history of the women's seminary movement. Many scholars 

argue about the quality of early education, and some scholars attribute increase in 

women's education to Republican Motherhood ideals, whereas others attribute rising 

interest to religious or moral ideas. Whether these women were being educated to be 

mothers, wives, or citizens many of these educations were thorough and well rounded. 

Temple Grove provides an interesting example of the rich and comprehensive nature of 

these educations. 

I. The Early Seminary Movement: Moral, Religious, Literary and Domestic 

The Seminary movement began in t~e early 1800s. Nancy Woloch and other 

prominent historians relate its flourishing in the 1820s to an increase in income for the 
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middle class. Theses seminaries wished to educate young women beyond merely 

ornamental studies. Many seminaries educations established strong academics; while 

offering women an education in their own sphere. Emma Willard stated the purpose of 

her first seminary, The Middlebury Female Seminary, was "first moral and religious; 

second, literary; third, domestic; fourth ornamental." The larger, longer lived, Troy 

Female Seminary, founded in 1820 also by Emma Willard, taught moral philosophy, 

ornamental, and domestic skills, but at the same time embraced the study of science, 

math, history and languages. Mary Lyon's Mount Holyoake Seminary (which later 

became Mount Holyoake College) had high academic standards and selective admissions. 

Founders of the Seminary movement seem to agree largely with the idea of 

Republican Motherhood1
: the notion that women needed to be educated in order to have 

educated children, and therefore an educated nation. Those that subscribed to Republican 

Motherhood ideals also sought to educate women in a sphere separate from men. Harriet 

Beecher Stowe, an author and prominent women's voice at the time, was quoted saying 

"What wisdom and self-control are needed to perform all the duties of a wife! What can 

demand more practical science and skill than the care of infants and young children? 2" 

Beecher often lamented that more practical sorts of housewifely talents weren't being 

taught in seminaries. Emma Willard, similarly, stated that the purpose of her seminary 

"was to educate women for responsible motherhood and train some of them to be 

teachers."3 This may not seem progressive, however, the idea of educating women was 

1 Woloch, Nancy. Early American Women: A Documentary History, 1600-1900. New York, New York. 
The McGraw-Hill Companies. 1997. p. 134. 
2 

Woody, Thomas. Ed J. McKeen Cattell, A History of Women's Education in the United 
States. Volume 1. The Science Press, 1929. p. 400. 

3 
Scott, Anne Firor. "The Ever Widening Circle: The Diffusion of Feminist Values from 

the Troy Female Seminary 1822-1872" History of Education Quarterly 19 no. 1 
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progressive in itself, and further the idea that it would largely benefit society makes sense 

even today. Many prominent men weighed in on the issue.4 Charles Mciver, quoted in 

Thomas Woody's A History of Women's Education in the United States, proclaimed: 

The cheapest easiest, and surest road to universal education is to educate 
those who are to be mothers and teacher of future generations; ... the 
proper training of women is the strategic point in the education of the 
race; ... and educate a man and you have educated one person, educate a 
mother and you have educated a whole family ... 5 

This sentiment proves that the education of women was not taken lightly in the 19th 

century. Women were being educated for a life of usefulness for themselves as well as 

society, not just to benefit their husbands6
. Although founders of early seminaries often 

talked of the importance of the home and raising educated children, they often supplied 

women with very good education that went beyond being a housewife. Seminary 

education became more elaborate and comprehensive throughout the 1800s. 

II. Different Kinds of Seminaries 

Because the notion of being a good mother and wife were staples in many of the 

early seminaries our modem minds tend to classify these educations as possessing little 

importance outside of the home. However, if one examines course curricula from the 

period it becomes obvious that some of these educations were fully developed and quite 

extensive in depth and breadth. Unfortunately, at the same time, a large number of 

seminaries did not supply a good education. Woloch explains that "Nearly any type of 

(Spring 1979):p. 3. 
4 Another example of male input: "If a child's mind is a blank page, then women's fingers are the first to 
write on it. The markings and impressions women make had better not be weak or ignorant, for they 
cannot be erased." Durrett, Reuben Thomas, "The Sublime Effects of a Liberal Female Education," 
Address Delivered at the Public Examination of W.F Broadhaus's Female Academy, Shelbyville, 26, July 
1849. 
5 Woody, p.403 
6 Sweet, Leonard I. "The Female Seminary Movement and Woman's Mission in 

Antebellum America" Church History 54 no. 1 (March 1985): 41-55. 
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school for girls could proclaim itself an "academy" or seminary" and bid for paying 

female clientele, usually by stressing a domestic or religious course of study"7 Since the 

18th century, wealthy young women had been sent to finishing schools to make 

themselves more attractive wives. Some seminaries were simply continuations of this 

type of school, an example of a school that ascribed to such a philosophy was "Miss S.J 

Hale8's boarding and day school for Young Ladies which flourished in Philadelphia in 

the late 1850s .... The subjects taught were English branches, French and Latin, drawing 

and oil-painting, instruction was given in dancing and the on the piano, harp and guitar 

and in voice ... 9" Because many seminaries did not offer college preparatory academics 

the entire seminary movement is often criticized as unsubstantial. However, in a core of 

very good seminaries, young women studied literature, art and languages as well as 

traditionally more masculine areas of study including Latin, Greek, science, mathematics, 

and metaphysics. 10 These seminaries, among them The Troy Seminary and the Hartford 

Female Seminary, were far from finishing schools and expected young women to 

graduate with expanded horizons. 

Young women were held accountable for their studies, and parents took careful 

note of how their daughters were progressing. It was not a matter simply of how well 

daughters were performing, but also the academic areas they chose to study. 11 Some 

parents even became angry when their daughters chose ornamental studies over more 

7 
Woloch, Nancy. Women and the American Experience fourth edition. New York, New York. The 

McGraw-Hill Companies. 2006. p. 127. 
8 Miss Sarah Josepha Hale, editor of Lady's Magazine, ran a women's seminary in Philadelphia beginning 
in the 1850s until her death in 1863. 
9 Thompson, Eleanor Wolf. Education for Ladies 1830-1860: Ideas on Education in Magazines for Women. 
Morningside Heights, New York. King's Crown Press. 1947. p. 46. 
10 Sweet, Leonard I. "The Female Seminary Movement and Woman's Mission in Antebellum America 
Church History." March 1985. p. 46. 
11 Sweet. 46. 
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practical areas of study. 12 The following paragraph was comes from a letter to Jane 

Sivley from her parents, who were disappointed because Jane dropped Latin at Judson . 

Female Institute: 

I see from your reports you have stopped Latin and taken up French which 
I am very sorry indeed to see. French will never be any advantage to you. 
Neither will your little knowledge of Latin. If you continued with the 
Latin two years it would have been great use to you through life. Now 
both will be a clear loss of time and money. I wish you would continue 
Latin. French is only an ornamental study. Latin will give you a thorough 
knowledge of the English Language. 13 

From letters like these historians can infer that individuals took education of young 

women in the nineteenth century seriously. 

III. The Seminary Compared to Liberal Arts Colleges and the Committee of Ten Report 

The educations received by women that attended good seminaries can be 

compared to the educations that young men received at liberal arts schools at this time. A 

liberal arts education for men in the 1800s included a broad array of courses, very similar 

to the successful seminary: "All the seniors at Princeton ... were examined in Latin, 

Greek, Chemistry, Ethics, Political Economy, Modem History, Science and Religion." 14 

These are the same studies that were offered at Temple Grove and other praiseworthy 

seminaries. In retrospect the actual work that took place can be both criticized and 

praised15
; at the time the education was as thorough as possible, and students were taught 

an impressive array of subjects. 

13 Sweet. 46 
14 Willis, George. The American Curriculum: A Documentary History. Westport, Connecticut. Greenwood 
Press. 1993. p. 24. 
15 Following is some criticism of the early Liberal Arts education: "History was no longer chronology but 
dealt with causes, origins, and results. "Trends" had not yet been discovered, but the questions include 
some old chestnuts that are still around. Ethics was quite theoretical except for that reference to lawyers. 
Metaphysics too was formal and antiquated and had an eighteenth century if not Aristotelian flavor. 
Science and religion, with its loaded questions, was based on the president's lectures in evidences of 
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There is an obvious link between Liberal Arts Colleges in the 191
h century and 

Temple Grove. However, more appropriately Temple Grove can be compared to other 

secondary schools at this time. The Report of the Committee of Ten on Secondary 

School Studies was held in 1893 in Saratoga Springs16
. This committee sought to 

analyze All American secondary education and identify the methods of teaching that 

worked the best. The committee was composed of leading academics, "forty-seven were 

in the service of colleges or universities, forty-two in the service of schools, and one was 

a government official formerly in the service of a university ... 17
" Academics including 

professors from Harvard, Yale, Cornell and many other colleges and universities18 as well 

as teachers and principals from secondary schools attended. Each academic subject had 

ten of educators that specialized in that particular area who discussed the best manner for 

teaching it well. Temple Grove Seminary's teaching philosophy in many ways mirrors 

the suggestions that the Committee of Ten Report imparted. 

We find in many seminaries, especially Temple Grove Seminary, that the forming 

of a liberally educated mind was the ultimate goal. Thomas Woody, who wrote a very 

Christianity. Latin and Greek are harder to compare because no comparison is possible with what no 
longer exists today [very few high school and college students take Latin and Greek] .. .In sum, this 
examination mirrors the achievements and the limitations of the classical college of our great
grandfathers ... "Schmidt, George P. The Liberal Arts College. New Jersey. Rutgers University Press. 
1957.p.75 
16 "The Report of the Committee of Ten on Secondary School Studies is now generally known among the 
leading educators of the country, and, while there is much diversity of opinion respecting many of its 
recommendations, there is substantial agreement that it is the most important educational document ever 
issued in the United States ... Prepared under the auspices of the National Educational Association, this 
Report was first published by the Bureau of Education, at Washington ... "Report of the Committee of Ten 
on Secondary School Studies. New York. The National Education Association. 1894. p III 
17 Committee of Ten. p. 7. 
18 Among those who attended the Committee of Ten were Charles W. Eliot, the President of Harvard, the 
President of Vassar College, James M. Taylor. Also Professor William E. Byerly of Harvard University, 
Professor Charles E. Bennett of Cornell University, and Professor Abby Leach of Vassar College to name a 
few. Also High School teachers were in attendance among them Samuel Thurber, Master in the Girls' 
High School in Boston, Mass, Charles B. Scott from the High School in St. Paul, Minnesota. Most colleges 
and universities in the nation were represented, and a large number of secondary schools and seminaries as 
we! 1. Committee of Ten. p. 9-11. 
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lengthy two volume History of Women's Education in the U.S proclaimed that women's 

education, "naturally placed a great emphasis on religious and moral education. And, 

aiming at preparation for life, since woman's chief occupation was home-making ... These 

two, religious and domestic training, constituted the central objectives ... 19
" He goes on to 

explain that any other "minor" studies would simply be used to better religious and 

domestic training. Judging from curriculum and testimony of Temple Grove Seminary 

the "minor" .studies were not minor studies at all, but in fact all encompassing, and very 

similar to a liberal arts education. Women's education in part had founding in moral and 

religious education, however we can tell from learning the history and philosophy of 

Temple Grove that the education had much greater meaning. Whether for religious, 

moral, motherhood, or other reasons Temple Grove Seminary provided young women 

with a very good education.20 

IV. Temple Grove Founding 

Temple Grove21 Seminary was initially founded in 1856 by a Mr. Carter22 and 

Reverend Luther F. Beecher23 and went by "Saratoga Female Seminary at Temple 

Grove" for its first few years in operation. The seminary failed after nine years probably 

due to a lack of funding. 24 Charles Dowd and his wife Harriet North Dowd (better 

19 Woody. p. 397. 
20 This seminary provides a particularly interesting example because it is rarely discussed, and often 
forgotten on state rosters. 
21 The school acquired its name because the land had originally been set aside for an Episcopal Church. 
This accounts for the "Temple" portion of the name. It was situated in a large grove of pine trees forming 
its full name "Temple Grove." 
22 His first name is not given in any documents 
23 Luther F. Beecher was part of the famous Beecher family, the brother of Henry Ward Beecher, famous 
r,reacher, and Harriet Beecher Stowe, famous author. . 
4 We have very little information about what education was like at Temple Grove in these early years. 

However, it was during this time that Temple Grove became a women's hotel during the summer in an 
effort to make money for the institution. This hotel practice continued until the early years of Skidmore 
College. 
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known as Miss North25
) purchased and opened Temple Grove Seminary in 1868. It is 

during this time that some state funding began being provided for women's education. 

Emma Willard had begun the crusade for state funding in 1820, and New York State 

finally answered her pleas with modest subsidy.26 We can attribute the success of 

Temple Grove for the next thirty years to the addition of state funding. In 1869 Temple 

Grove was approved by the Board of Regents in New York State. The state provided 

money27 in order to help fund the seminary in its first few years. This money was given 

with the stipulations that the institution must be up and running in two years, the school 

had to be open to visitation by the state, and the money was not to be used for anything 

other than public education. 28 The seminary was functioning shortly after the funds 

were issued, and the Board of Regents chartered it as an official seminary in 1879. 

The four kinds of schooling available at the time of Temple Grove, defined by a 

Temple Grove Year Book, were the preliminary school (elementary school), seminary29 

(high school), college, and university. Most people in the United States as this time 

would not go to college, and so primary school and (if they were lucky) secondary 

schooling would be the extent of their education. The lack of education past high school 

perhaps made it a more solid education, both educator and student alike knowing this 

would be the end of structured learning. The philosophy of Temple Grove's education, 

however, was extremely progressive. 

25 Miss North goes by her maiden name long after she is married. Most likely she is a Lucy Stoner, and 
does this because of its feminist message. 
26 Beadie, Nancy. "Female Students and Denominational Affiliation: Sources of Success and Variation 
among Nineteenth Century Academies." American Journal of Education 107 no. 2 (1999): 75-115. 
27 This money did not pay for everything, and Charles Dowd almost certainly put a lot of money of his own 
on the line. Charles Dowd wrote that the value of the buildings is 49,000. The funds most likely helped to 
cover the initial purchase of the estate, but not renovations, utilities and teacher's salaries. 
28 Special Collections, Saratoga Springs, New York. Box 7 
29 interchangeable with academy 
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V. Philosophy of Temple Grove 

Temple Grove educated young women mentally, but also helped to create well 

balanced adults30
• Young women were expected to be physically healthy, and the proper 

manner for becoming a fit and hearty person was taught to each student. Diet, ex~rcise 

and regular sleep were just as important as education. Without attention to ones body: 

"the whole is weak, for like a chain ... the whole is not stronger than its weakest part." 

Women were expected early to bed and early to rise, as well as taking part in three half 

hours of physical exertion each day.31 Students would not learn as well if they were 

depleted physically. Interestingly any noted pupil lived to be quite old (several examples 

are expounded upon later). This attention to physical health can be attributed to scholars 

in the late 1800s who wrote about the possible female health defects caused by studying. 

Edward H. Clarke, a well respected physician, wrote Sex in Education in 1873 which 

declared that women in education would develop "those grievance [that] torture a 

woman's early existence: leuchorrhoea, amenorrhoea, chronic and acute ovaritus, 

proplapsus uteri, hysteria, neuralgia, and the like ... 32
" It was unfounded horror stories 

like these that often dictated schools' attention to female health. In addition to physical 

exercise great attention was also paid to living quarters, and they were described as large 

and airy, with black walnut furniture, fresh water on every floor, as well as temperature 

30"All the departments of education, physical, intellectual, aesthetical, moral and religious, are regarded as 
falling within the legitimate province of this seminary and are considered absolutely essential to the 
systematic development of true womanhood." "1881 Yearbook" Special Collections, Saratoga Springs, 
New York. Box 1: T.G.S. and Saratoga Female Seminary. 
31."'The gymnasium is well provided with apparatus recreation and exercise during the winter months; and 
the well shaded grounds afford abundant opportunity for tennis, croquet, and other outdoor sports ... " Box 
2, "Year Book: 1887" Box 1. 
32 Woloch. Early American Women. p.346. 
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control in each room33
. Without attention to each detail of life, it was believed that these 

young women would be unable to perform their best. 

The educational philosophy of Temple Grove could be compared to that of a 

liberal arts college. Students at Temple Grove were largely being taught how to think, 

not what to think: "The mind is not a dish to be filled, nor a mineral to be sharpened and 

brightened, but a living thing to be exercised and nourished-to grow and gain 

strength.34
" Therefore teachers were not charged with merely the dispersal of 

information, but more importantly with teaching young women how to think critically: 

The intellectual powers may, for the purposes of education, be properly 
ranked into three classes or sets ... The first seize upon truths as they exist 
in nature, by simple observation; the second deduce conclusions from 
simple truths or from premises derived from them, by a process of 
reasoning; and the third take the results of the first and second and 
communicate them to others in the tangible structure of language ... 35 

The educational philosophy at Temple Grove can easily be compared to the educational 

philosophy at Yale. It makes sense that Charles Dowd would mirror t~e philosophy of 

the college where he studied. 36 Yale at this time also emphasized the importance of 

exercising the brain and expanding its facilities.37 

VI. Curriculum of Temple Grove 

Each area of education had purpose and was explained in full detail in Temple 

Grove's Yearbooks. The courses changed over Temple Grove's span of operation, but 

the philosophy of education in each area changed very little. Following are each 

33 "Year Book: 1872." Box l. 
34 "Year Book: 1887." Box l. 
35 "Year Book 1888." Box l. 
36 Charles Dowd attended Yale over a five year period, due to the fact that he had to work full time in order 
to pay for his education. He graduated in the class of 1853. "Dr. Dowd" Box l 
37 Yale defines its education, "The two great points to be gained in intellectual culture. Are the discipline 
and the furniture of the mind; expanding its powers, and storing it with knowledge. The former of these is, 
perhaps, the more important of the two. A commanding object therefore, in a collegiate course, should be, 
to call into daily and vigorous exercise the faculties of the student. .. " Willis. p.28. 
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department's goals in educating young women. These descriptions are drawn from the 

1895 yearbook; one of the first years young women could choose normal school or the 

college prep courses. Graduates of the normal school usually went on to become 

teachers, whereas those in the college preparatory were more likely to go on to college. 

English at Temple Grove began with study of grammar and sentence structure. 

Young women had to learn how to make sentences form good paragraphs in order to 

create papers or letters. The study of English was also taught with historical positioning: 

A brief history of the English language, its origin and growth as affected 
by the Roman, Anglo Saxon and Norman Conquests; the etymology of 
representative standards of Germanic and Romance origin; the meanings 
and functions of some one the more common prefixes, suffixes and stems; 
qualities of style; figures of speech; kinds of discourse. 

Young women were expected to learn to write, as well as to become versed in English 

language mechanics and which cultures influenced its forming. English encompassed 

reading as well, and students were expected to critically evaluate works like 

Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, Milton's L'Allegro, Longfellow's Evangeline, and 

George Eliot's Silas Mamer to name a few. Students were expected to read and then 

write bi-weekly literary analyses. The amount of time spent on various aspects of 

English study at Temple Grove goes above and beyond the suggestions made by the 

Committee of Ten; "To the study of rhetoric they assign one hour a week ... To the subject 

historical and systematic grammar they assign one hour a week ... 38
" Temple Grove had 

a strong English program that continued throughout the young ladies four years at the 

institution. 

38 Committee of Ten p. 14 
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Drawing from student testimony, history39 was many students favorite subject at 

Temple Grove. Great attention was paid to overall thought and very little memorization 

took place in learning history at Temple Grove: "Much attention is paid to the 

consideration of general topics, such as government and laws, religion, trade and 

commerce, art and literature, statesmen and senators, manners and costumes40
." History 

was taught with the big picture in mind. It was important for young women to 

understand time periods and basic events, unnecessary details were not part of the 

education. The history teaching style which Miss Harriet North41 embraced was very 

similar to what the Committee of Ten wanted all secondary school teachers to embrace42
• 

Miss North taught in the history department for many years, and was able to bring history 

to life. In a quickly dashed off paragraph43 she laments the manner in which many teach 

history: 

I once knew of a teacher who required her pupils in U.S.H44 to learn the 
text word for word and page by page. If she called for p. 5 the pupil was 
expected to find p. 5 verbatim-I fancy the young people of her class must 
have found the subject rather dry, which was a great pity for history is not 
dry. It is not a mere category of facts-not a mere accession of dates. It is 
a living time and it grows from age to age ... 45 

39 Under the heading of History economics and civics are also included. In the study of economics the 
pupil is expected to "discuss intelligently current questions of finance and productive industry" Civics 
taught students how the United States government works and relates study to current events. "1887 
yearbook"' Box l. 
4° Committee of Ten. p. 16 
41 Miss North married Charles Dowd in 1852 and they taught together at Temple Grove Seminary. She 
graduated from Mount Holyoake Female Seminary in 1851. 
42 The Committee of Ten writes, "Facts of themselves are hard to learn, even when supported by artificial 
systems of memorizing, and the value of detached historical facts is small in proportion to the effort 
necessary to acquire and retain them .. .It cannot be too strongly emphasized that facts in history are like 
digits in arithmetic; they are learned only as a means to an end ... " Committee of Ten. p.168. 
43 The writing appears rushed and is difficult to read 
44 United States History 
45 "Miss North." Box 2. 
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From writings like these one can decipher that Miss North had a passion for teaching, and 

inspiring students. Her teaching style emulates a good history education in the late 

1800s. 

The study of Latin and Greek was what separated a great education from one with 

more mediocre standing. In order to be fully educated by nineteenth century standards 

one had to have a good handle on these ancient languages. At Temple Grove beginning 

students learned largely of grammar in the Latin and Greek languages. After the basics 

had been achieved young women were expected to translate works at "sight and ear." 

The Committee of Ten stated the importance of the type of Greek and Latin learning that 

Temple Grove utilized: "They [the Committee of Ten] ... urge that practice in writing 

Latin should not be dissociated from practice in reading and translating; but, on the 

contrary, the two should be carried on with equal steps ... 46
" The Committee of Ten 

echoed this method for the study of Greek. Students were also expected to find English 

roots that related to the Greek or Latin language. Special attention was also paid to the 

geography, culture and mythology of the ancient worlds. The Committee of Ten 

recommended that Latin texts besides Caesar's commentaries on the Gallic War become 

utilized by secondary schools. Caesar's commentaries on the Gallic War were used at 

Temple Grove, but other texts were utilized as well, among them Virgil's Aeneid. In 

Greek, the texts included Homer's Iliad and Xenophon's Anabasis. No scholar would 

disagree with the texts chosen by the Latin and Greek department or the importance of 

linking these ancient languages to modem English47
. 

46 Committee of Ten. p. 19. 
47 "The practice should be employed as a means, -- as a powerful instrument for gaining a penetrating 
insight into the structure, idiom, and spirit of the Latin language, both in its agreement with, and in its 
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Temple Grove offered courses in Zoology, Physiology, Chemistry, Botany, 

Physics, Astronomy, and Geology. The study of science extended through many fields. 

Each class expounded the basics for that area of science. For instance the study of 

geology: 

The characteristics, structure and chemical composition of the different 
[samples]; the various geologic forces and the earth's surface ... the several 
divisions of Archaean, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic times, and the 
flora and fauna of each.48 

Field excursions were made to examine rock formations near Temple Grove for geology 

classes. A yearbook states "The excellent geologic cabinet [here] affords opportunity for 

studying the rarer rocks"49 The Committee of Ten emphasized the importance of field 

and laboratory work in many areas of science50
. Although Temple Grove did not delve 

past the basics in each science, a student was expected to know the fundamental 

functioning of the scientific world. Once again this department focused on the big 

picture and wanted young women to understand scientific phenomena of everyday life. 

The Committee of Ten wrote about the importance of taking a second living 

language51
, and Temple Grove obviously agreed by offering both French and German. 

French and German studies begin with the basics of becoming literate; being able to 

speak and write in a second language. French I and German I start with conversation, 

dictation and composition exercises. Each area developed into reading masterpieces. In 

advanced French Alphonse de Lamartine, Alfred de Musset, and Victor Hugo were 

among those discussed. In advanced German classes the Brothers Grimm, Theodor 

differences from, the mother tongue. It is admitted, for example, that, in order to be able to read Latin, one 
must have a firm grasp of the principals of Latin syntax ... " Committee of Ten. p. 62-63. 

49 "1887 Yearbook" Box 1. 
5° Committee of Ten. p. 21 
51 "The Committee made this recommendation 'in the firm belief that the educational effects of modern 
language effects of modern language study will be of immense benefit to all who are able to pursue it under 
proper guidance" Committee of Ten. p. 22 
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Storm, and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe were read. By the end of their Temple Grove 

education students who had taken French or German demonstrated fluency. 

Mathematics covered arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Of all the areas of study 

at Temple Grove mathematics seemed to have covered the least by way of advanced 

studies, however the Committee of Ten imparted the same layout for the study of 

mathematics that Temple Grove recommended; arithmetic, geometry and algebra52
• 

There was great emphasis placed upon students understanding exactly what they were 

performing mathematically. Once again Temple Grove students were learning how to 

think and perceive new knowledge in addition to the particular knowledge that they were 

actually acquiring. 

Psychology study in the 1890s was actually philosophy. Charles Dowd taught 

Psychology, his choice academic area due to his PhD in Theology from Yale University. 

He discusses Knowledge, the True, the Good and the Right. These discussions are 

timeless, and discussed by all philosophers. Judging by the description of the course53
, 

Dowd taught classical political thought, that which was embraced by Aristotle. Although 

not psychology as we might define it today, the study of classic philosophy is important 

in a well rounded education. 

Ornamental studies were also offered at Temple Grove. Finishing schools prided 

themselves on teaching in these areas: music, art, elocution etc. At Temple Grove these 

studies were taught, but they were not of central importance. The 1890 Catalogue states: 

52Committee of Ten. p. 23 
53 The True is studied as the mind's basis and medium for activities. Knowledge- what, and how gained- is 
considered subjectively in the intellect and objectively in the True, the Good and the Right. The True is 
studied as the correct expression for any reality; the Good as higher or lower, according to the sensibility it 
satisfies; and the Right as constituted of the free choices of the highest good and the wise purpose of 
executing it. .. "1890 yearbook." Box 1. 
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"Although studies in the Art department are not named in the foregoing scheme, yet it is 

counted very desirable that one study each term should be taken in some branch of 

Music, or. .. Painting and Drawing54
" In years prior courses in the arts actually cost 

students extra money55
. The regular tuition until the late 1880s covered core classes and 

not ornamentals. This further suggests that Temple Grove was not a finishing school: a 

finishing school would have held ornamentals in the highest regard. 

VII. Teachers at Temple Grove 

Besides Miss North there were many highly skilled educators at Temple Grove. 

Although art was not mandatory, it was taught for many years by a talented woman, 

Amelia M. Watson. Besides her name, Watson is not mentioned in Skidmore's Special 

Collections. However, she illustrated Henry David Thoreau's book Cape Code56
, and 

taught at Martha's Vineyard Summer Institute57
. Charles N. Dowd, a renowned surgeon 

in the 19th century, was Charles F. Dowd's son, and taught Natural Sciences at Temple 

Grove. Dr. Dowdjr. attended Williams College and graduated from William's College 

of Physicians and Surgeons in 188658
. Charles F. Dowd himself was an impressive 

academic, graduating from Yale as an undergraduate, and later receiving a Ph.D from the 

University of New York. Careful attention was paid to each instructor's teaching, and 

each pupil's learning: 

Most of the Instructors have had a long experience with the Principal. 
Their character, faithfulness and success cannot fail to command the 
confidence of the public. The Principal gives particular attention to each 
class, watching its progress from week to week, and receiving each week a 

54 "1890 yearbook." Box l. 
55 For example in 1888 it cost $25.00 extra per term to take Piano, $18.00 extra to take painting, oil or 
water color, and $5.00 extra for harmony class. "1888 Year Book." Box l. 
56 Ells, Steve. "Cape Cod." <http://homepage.mac.com/sfe/henry/cape-cod-amelia/index.htmi> 
57 Hough, Henry Beetle. "Amelia Watson". The Dukes County Intelligencer. 
<http://www.walden.org/Institute/thoreau/about2/W /W atson_Amelia/W atson.pdf> 
58 "Dr. Chas N. Dowd, Leading Surgeon, Dies at 73 Years." Newspaper Clipping. 1931.Box 2. 
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report from the Instructors of every Student in every study pursued. This 
report is entered for present and future reference in the permanent records 
of the Seminary.59 

Due to attention to detail, and a well educated faculty, Temple Grove students received · 

the best education possible. 

VII. Education Applied: Young Women at Temple Grove and Later in Life 

Temple Grove consisted of upper middleclass to upper class students. The tuition was 

quite high, and so students would have to have some wealth in order to attend. The cost 

of attending Temple Grove in 1882 for the Graduating Course60 was $280.00 a year. By 

1895 the cost was $325- $37561
, depending upon living situation, for a year of schooling 

at Temple Grove62
. Most students hailed from New England and New York, the most 

heavily represented states in New England included Connecticut, Vermont and 

Massachusetts. 63 Temple Grove graduated about a tenth of the young women who began 

a four year education: most young women left after a year or two. Each year an average 

of eight young women received Temple Grove diplomas. Low graduation numbers were 

not uncommon in the 19th century. Many families felt one or two years of education was 

sufficient for both their daughters and their sons. Therefore the quatity of education at 

these institutions was even more important, because the pupils only attended for a short 

time. 

59 "Year Book." 1891. Box 1. 
60 This included living at Temple Grove, it cost $40.00 a year if you are only attending as a day time 
student. "Year Book 1882." Box 1. 
61 It was cheaper to have a roommate. "Year Book 1895." Box 1. 
http://futureboy.homeip.net/fsp/dollar. fsp ?quanti ty=325&currency=dollars&from Year= 1895 
62 $325.00 converts into roughly $7,800 in today's money. Although we would consider this a great deal 
for an education today, we must keep in mind that families were not accustomed to spending great deals of 
money on educating their children, especially their daughters. Historical Currency Converter< 
http://futureboy.homeip.net/fsp/dollar. fsp?quantity=325&currency=dollars&from Year= 1895> 
63 Quinquennial Catalogues. Box 1. 
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Seeing how each of the core courses functioned sheds light on the breadth and 

depth of a young ladies education at Temple Grove. Through some of their writings we 

can better understand the academic capabilities of these young women. Although a lot of 

their writings are charged with religious matter, students' introspection and creativity is 

undeniable. Every year at graduation young women would plant ivy near Temple Grove, 

which was symbolic of many ideas64
• Every year a student would write what the ivy 

tradition meant to her. Following is part of Mollie J. Johnson's ivy essay: 

We have placed it in the ground a mere shoot, while all about it are great 
trees. Does it grow discouraged as it looks about and compares its humble 
self with the great pines and oaks? Oh, no! as soon as it feels the cool, 
fresh earth about its rootlets, and sees the inviting branches of the tree 
beside it, it stretches out its little arms and begins its growth upward. Year 
after year, it will grow higher and higher, until finally, but by the help of 
the old tree, it will rest among the top most branches ... Like the ivy, we 
must take advantage of the good influences about us, and if we lift our 
hands and heart to god, and trust in Him, He will carry us safely on, until 
we reach the goal toward which we are looking ... 65 

Johnson writes about her fear of going into the real world. She assures her fellow 

students to have trust in God. Usually when one hears the oak and the ivy they associate 

it with women clinging to men, but instead men have been replaced by God. The reliance 

on God and the reliance on a husband are two entirely different notions; essays like this 

prove that young women that graduated from Temple Grove were taught to "reach 

higher" and to "look upward" on their own merit as well as God's, not necessarily a 

husband's merit. Other essays went as far as blatantly proclaiming self reliance: 

It is a general law of nature that young things are weak and very often 
helpless, and that as they advance in age they become stronger and more 

64 The ivy tradition was performed at many seminaries. Usually the ivy was symbolic of female, and 
whatever it grew on was male or society. Therefore women were more decorative and in need of stability. 
Temple Grove took this tradition and made it there own, but giving women more power with respect to 
God, themselves, and society. 
65Johnson, Mollie J. "Class Day 1882." Box 1. 



self reliant. It is true of individuals, of nations, and even of the class of 
188066. 
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To talk of self reliance in this day of age was no small feat. This sort of language was 

regarded as threatening to men and perhaps even society. Essays like these also prove the 

strong command of the English language a graduate obtains. Another essay shows that 

young women were encouraged to dream at Temple Grove: 

The next picture is one that will be hailed with delight by the many of our 
sex who are weighed down by a sense of the dreadful oppression of 
wronged woman. In the distance the White House. In front of the capitol 
above the intent crowd, a president taking the inaugural oath. This 
president-a woman. This woman- the quiet member of our noisy class
Addie67 !Long live the president of the United States!68 

This student goes on to tell of what feats her classmates would accomplish, among them a 

victorious chess player, the wife of the president at Princeton, an author of an 

encyclopedia "for the diffusion of modem knowledge" and an explorer of Central 

Africa69. Young women at Temple Grove saw potential for themselves both in public 

and private realms. No where in Yearbooks or Class Day Exercise pamphlets does it say 

anything about young women becoming good wives and mothers, although a good 

number of them most likely did become housewives. 

VIII. Graduates of Temple Grove 

However, not all young women who graduated Temple Grove entered domestic 

realms. There are many stories about Temple Grove graduates and the exciting lives they 

led after graduating. Miss Lydia A. Hays, a graduate of Temple Grove, told her story to 

reporters at her 75th class reunion. After graduating from Temple Grove she set out for 

66 Stanford, Jennie. "Class day 1880."Box 1. 
67 Addie L. Denton lived in Saratoga Springs, NY during her time at Temple Grove, and wrote the Ivy Song 
for her graduating class. Little else is known about Denton. "Class Day 1880" Box 1. 
68 Douglas, Anna B."Class Day 1880" Box 1. 
69 Ibid 
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her first assignment, the Santa Fe Mission Home in New Mexico. After this she 

journeyed to Alaska for two years where she taught native children. Following Alaska 

she moved to the markedly warmer climate in California where she taught at a Spanish 

school. Next she was appointed to be a traveling speaker on the importance of 

missionaries.70 Miss Agnes Isabel Ritchie of Temple Grove Seminary amassed an 

extremely long list of civic duties: treasurer of local Woman's Civic League (of which 

she was the sole surviving charter member), director of the Hawley Home for Children, 

member of the League of Women Voters, the Katrina Trask Garden Club and the Flower 

and Fruit Mission, she was also an organizer for the local Woman's Republican Club and 

held office in the Alumni Association of Temple Grove Seminary as well as being the 

secretary for the American Red Cross Saratoga Springs Chapter. Ritchie also maintained 

a day job as a librarian of the Saratoga Athenaeum.71 Another graduate, Ida Wells Stroud 

graduated from the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn and taught art in Newark for 38 years before 

teaching at Syracuse University. Stroud also had a daughter who displayed her mother's 

art work at Skidmore College some years later. Temple Grove also graduated a few male 

students; one of them was Louis McHenry Howe. Howe worked in Franklin D. 

Roosevelt's campaigns, and was a very close friend to the president and first lady72
• 

When Roosevelt was elected as president he appointed Howe as his personal secretary, a 

very high honor. Temple Grove Graduate, Mary F. Henderson was thoroughly active in 

70 1947 Newspaper clipping. Chronicles of Saratoga Box 2. 
71 "Miss Ritchie Dead; Temple Grove Graduate" Box 2. 
72 "Although his health quickly deteriorated, Howe continued to speak bluntly and frankly to FDR, refusing 
to let the aura of the presidency isolate him from the man whom he had supported for two decades . 
. .. Howe especially championed the Civilian Conservation Corps, the Subsistence Homestead programs, 
and the New Deal's anti-crime initiative." The Eleanor Roosevelt Papers. "Louis McHenry Howe." 
Teaching Eleanor Roosevelt, ed. by Allida Black, June Hopkins, et. al. (Hyde Park, New York: Eleanor 
Roosevelt National Historic Site, 2003). http://www.nps.gov/archive/elro/glossary/howe-louis.htm 
[Accessed October 30, 2006]. 
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the women's suffrage movement, and was elected president of the Missouri Women's 

Suffrage Association. She also published two books on the art of cooking and being a 

good hostess73
• She became very wealthy midway through her life74

, and when she died 

in 1937 her estate was worth over 6.5 million dollars. She built many mansions and 

rented them to foreign diplomats. She offered to help build a new White House during 

Calvin Coolidge's presidency, but was declined.75 These life stories demonstrate Temple 

Grove's success at educating young women for a wide range of careers and lifestyles. 

IX. Community Reaction 

Of course at this time women's education was still largely until scrutiny, as it 

takes a long time for prejudices to completely die off. Perhaps for this reason the 

community was allowed to view the test taking of young women76
• On the Anniversary 

and Graduating Exercising day (which took place once a year) the young women took 

written exams in the social sciences in the morning and natural sciences and language in 

the afternoon. In the evening the students involved in drama and acted in a theatrical 

performance77
. The local newspapers of the area covered most all of Temple Grove's 

73Her books were titled: Practical Cooking and Dinner Giving (1877) and The Aristocracy of Health. A 
Study of Physical Culture, Our Favorite Poisons, and a National and International League for the 
Advancement of Physical Culture (1904). "Henderson, Mary F. (July 21, 1846 - July 16, 1931)." 
Bibliography of Items in the Feeding America Collection. Missouri Historical Society. 
74 Missouri issued bonds after WWII that were supposedly worthless. The Missouri court ruled in favor of 
the Henderson family, and ordered the value paid in full. 
75 "She erected mansions to the specifications of foreign diplomats, and rented the stunning homes of 
Sixteenth Street to the embassies of France, Italy, Spain, Cuba, Mexico and Poland .. .ln 1898, she asked 
Paul Pelz, co-architect of the Library of Congress, to design a new presidential mansion to be located on 
Meridian Hill property owned by the couple. Though Henderson petitioned Congress to accept the 
generous offer of a new White House - a castle designed by Pelz - Congress declined. Later in her life, 
Henderson would again offer a generous gift of a residence, a $500,000 mansion she intended for the Vice
President's residence. Calvin Coolidge, vice president at the time, toured the home, but the government 
thought it would be too costly for the Vice President to maintain such a grand house." Henderson, Mary F. 
(July 21, 1846 - July 16, 193l)Previous AuthorNext Author Bibliography Biography Sources. 
76 The invitation to the community read: "The foregoing Anniversary Exercises are designed for the patrons 
of the Seminary, and all others interested in Education. The examinations, conducted wholly in writing, are 
o.ren to any who may desire to witness them ... " "Anniversary and Graduating Exercises, 1876" Box 1. 
7 "Anniversary and Graduating Exercises." Box 1. 
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events and always had positive things to say about the young women's performances. 

One newspaper published; "The essays of the class were uniformly good. They were not 

only admirably written in pure and simple English, without effort at rhetorical display but 

were clear in style and elevated in tone."78 Year after year the newspapers reported 

positively about Temple Grove. 

X. Remembering Temple Grove 

Critics of the seminary movement may look to discredit it by proclaiming that its 

purpose was largely to educate women for religious purposes or to raise children. They 

also may criticize by comparing all seminaries to finishing schools. However, a core of 

seminaries at this time provided women with thorough comprehensive educations. 

Temple Grove exudes the guidelines laid down by the Committee of Ten, therefore 

emulating the ideal secondary school of the 1890s. The philosophy of education at 

Temple Grove was strong and can be likened to Temple Grove's contemporary men's 

liberal arts colleges, like Yale University. Temple Grove had impressive teachers and 

graduated many successful and famous people further demonstrating its excellence in 

education. Just like esteemed seminaries at the time, among them the Troy Seminary and 

Emma Willard School, Temple Grove deserves to be remembered as an institution that 

produced well rounded, educated women. 

78 "1884 Newspaper clipping." Box 2. 
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